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“Red triggers stimulation, appetite, 
hunger, it attracts attention, while yellow 

triggers feelings of happiness and is 
most visible in daylight”

~Karen Haller
(Applied Colour Psychology Expert)



“It’s no longer about rushing in for a 
quick bite to eat. You can relax, get 
comfortable, linger over a coffee.”

~Karen Haller
(Applied Colour Psychology Expert)
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http://bit.ly/ptaq-military



EVERYTHING 
MATTERS



Asch conformity experiments









http://bit.ly/ptaq-biases (wikimedia)





Fundamental Attribution Error

"the tendency to believe that what people do reflects who they are"



Lousy programmer?



Application was written without 
automatability in mind
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Where is the root cause?
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http://bit.ly/ptaq-maps



Can I say no?





Am I aggressive?



Anchoring effect











Source: http://bit.ly/ptaq-framework





“I’m sorry to bother you but I have 
found a defect. I hope i didn’t do 

anything wrong...“



“We are a terrible team. I have found 
yet another defect. I think we will 

never get it right“



“I managed to find YET ANOTHER 
defect in your code. You never do 

things right“



“I have found a defect. Let’s fix it”







 Start with collaboration rather than battles. Remind everyone of the common goal of better 
quality systems.

Emphasize the benefits of testing. For example, for the authors, defect information can help 
them improve their work products and their skills. For the organization, defects found and fixed 

during testing will save time and money and reduce overall risk to product quality.

Communicate test results and other findings in a neutral, fact-focused way without criticizing 
the person who created the defective item. Write objective and factual defect reports and 

review findings.

Try to understand how the other person feels and the reasons they may react negatively to the 
information.

Confirm that the other person has understood what has been said and vice versa. 

ISTQB Foundation Level Syllabus 2018, p. 25



1. Someone calls you. You say: I can’t speak right now. I will call you 
right back. After how many minutes you call back?

2. What does it mean to drive fast? How many km/h?

3. What does it mean to have little defects in your application?



Emotional Intelligence



Emotional Intelligence
“the capability of individuals to recognize their own emotions and those of 

others, discern between different feelings and label them appropriately, use 
emotional information to guide thinking and behavior”
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excercises?



“The problem with quotes on the Internet 
is that it is hard to verify their 

authenticity.”

~Abraham Lincoln





http://bit.ly/ptaq-brain
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